POINT MASTER
Mortar pointing gun and grouting tool
The fast and accurate tool for pointing and grouting

The Point Master mortar pointing gun is designed for ‘real’ regular mortar or grout rather than expensive
special mortars that can be costly or difficult to mix. You don’t have to make mortar suitable for the tool; it’s
designed to apply mortar or grout suitable for the job. Your mortar’s strength isn’t compromised.
Small stones left in the mortar mix won’t block the nozzle as you work.

Easiest, fastest and most accurate way to apply mortar & grout:
Unlike other pointing guns, there is no small nozzle to block and no mechanism to break. The Point Master’s
design keeps it simple, so you can use the tool more efficiently. Made from hard wearing ABS plastic, it is
durable and hard wearing, given the abrasive nature of mortar & grout.
The tool is very quick and easy to load. Refilling takes just seconds, enabling you to save the maximum
amount of time.

How do I use it?
Keeping the tool at right angles to the joint, apply hand pressure to inject the mix. Mortar or grout is applied
to the back of the joint, ensuring a complete fill, without air pockets. As mortar fills the joint, move along,
repeat the process until the joint is filled. Allow time for the mortar to partially cure, then strike and finish as
required.
Application is precise and extremely fast. Waste material is reduced. As shown here.

The tool features:

• High flow, offset, stainless steel nozzle is user adjustable to suit various joint widths.
• The tool is suitable for multiple varied applications and different mortar mixes.
• Ergonomic design enables the tool to be used for prolonged periods.
• High capacity cylinder and flared loading end ensures fast application and fill cycles.
• Simple, durable & robust, it is easy to clean so the product lifespan is extended
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